COMMITMENTS
To offer its high level of service, Emb-i-pack goes the extra mile to satisfy the practical requirements of
packaging collection. We are positioned as a partner providing advice, support and day-on-day
dependability of our mission.

CERTAINTY

Because waste regulations are continuously evolving, it is important to be backed up by
an expert whose remit consists in ensuring compliance with the law and the protection
of manufacturers. When you work with Emb-i-pack, you are free to focus on your
business, confident that good care will be taken with the collection of used empty
containers, including those with hazardous products requiring special processing.

REACTIVITY
HUMAN VALUES
TRUST
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LEGAL

VIRTUOUS CIRCLE
Producers of waste, in industry in particular, are regularly condemned for their ecological
responsibility. Entrusting Emb-i-pack with your waste is a guarantee that it will be incorporated
into a circular economy that protects natural resources and expresses your environmental
commitment. The practical need to dispose of waste is thus supported by an ethical approach
within a responsible processing sector.

PARTNERS

Streamlined, responsible processing
of your industrial packaging

Emb-i-pack
YOUR CONTACT

contact@embipack.com
02 47 23 41 43
Emb-i-pack, 37310 Sublaines

www.embipack.com

COLLECTION

RE-USE

RECYCLING
OF MATERIALS

IDENTITY

COLLECTION

RECOVERY

Emb-i-pack collects your different types of used empty industrial packaging.

Giving a new lease of life to your industrial packaging.

ORGANISATION OF COLLECTIONS

SKILL SET

COLLECTION
VERIFICATION AND SORTING
LEGAL CERTAINTY
RE-USE
RE-INCORPORATION
RECYCLING OF MATERIALS

Through its extensive network, Emb-i-pack collects
your industrial packaging adapted to your needs
and business.

Secondly, businesses face strong
expectations from an ethical and regulatory
standpoint.
It was decided to set up a company to back
up industry by supporting it and relieving it of the
worry of managing its used packaging waste.
“Emb-i-pack” expertise was based on the
re-use approach developed by my father in
the 1970s and strengthened by my “Engineer
for the earth” diploma gained at ISA
engineering school in Lille.
The progressive development of the
Emb-i-pack network with its different locations
in France has allowed us to forge robust
partnerships with all the players in this
supportive recycling chain.

FORGED
BY OUR VALUES
Close service that puts people at the heart
of our projects.
Responsiveness and customised
approaches.
The development of virtuous solutions.
Total transparency in the sorting and
recovery process for a trusting working
relationship.
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Wherever you are, there is an Embipack
contact person to listen to you.

VIRTUOUS
MATERIAL RECYCLING CYCLE

by Emb-i-pack

by Emb-i-pack

Collection

1

Collection

Verification – Sorting
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Verification – Sorting

EMPTY CONTAINERS PROCESSED
3

Washing

3

Washing – Grinding – Extrusion

FOR BUSINESSES TODAY
Emb-i-pack represents and supports forward
thinking businesses that need to rise to new
challenges: balancing production with respect
for the planet, within a constantly changing
legal framework.

1000 -litre IBC

HDPE drumst

HDPE jerrycans

PP buckets
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Quality control

OR

4
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INCLUDING THOSE CONTAINING
HAZARDOUS PRODUCTS

Our re-used packaging has been in circulation
in France since 2018 and we have seen the
first packaging produced with our recycled
plastic. These achievements, in themselves,
are a genuine reward for our work.

Mathieu BERNARD, director of Emb-i-pack
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VIRTUOUS
RE-USE CYCLE

We support you in setting up pre-collection storage
facilities, in verifying MSDSs (Material Safety Data
Sheets) and advise you on how to transport your
hazardous packaging to be ADR-compliant.

Emb-i-pack was set up in 2008 on the basis of
two observations:
Firstly, as the environment and the control of
natural resources have now become key
issues, our industrial approaches need to
evolve.

Depending on the products they contained, containers are either washed, renovated and re-used or
recycled and used to make new objects.

Reincorporation
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Flammable

Fuel

Corrosive

Hazardous
for aquatic life

Obviously, we process packaging not containing hazardous products.

Irritant

Transport towards the re-use location

to make new similar
containers

Recycling

to make other
products

We use all our expertise to give a new lease of
life to your HDPE packaging and reintegrate
them into a new cycle of use.

